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Abstract
Social networking and other online e-commerce sites allow consumers and sellers to communicate directly regarding
their items to be purchased/sold, brands and products. The advertisements posted in these websites often not interest-
ing to the consumers as these sites pour in unnecessary advertisements. In this paper, we have proposed a consumer
behavior model using which relevant advertisements can be posted to the consumer whenever they visit the website.
This model analyzes the process and activities people engage in when searching for, selecting, purchasing, using, eval-
uating and disposing of products and services so as to satisfy their needs and desires. We have developed a scalable
prototype system based on this consumer behavior model using Hadoop Framework which selects and displays relevant
advertisements in the web site to the satisfaction of the consumers.
c© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. Peer-review under responsibility of scientiﬁc committee of 2nd
International Symposium on Big Data and Cloud Computing (ISBCC15).
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1. Introduction
Social networking and other online e-commerce sites allow consumers and sellers to communicate di-
rectly regarding their items to be purchased/sold, brands and products. The advertisements posted in these
websites often not interesting to the consumers as these sites pour in unnecessary advertisements. If the ad-
vertisements are posted based on the interests of the users then there is a possibility that these advertisements
can reach users and subsequently the business can increase for the ones who posts these advertisements[1].
Based on the previous interactions of the users with the social media site the advertisers can analyze the
behavior of the users and infer location, interests and demographics (e.g. ’sports enthusiasts’) of the users
and then plan to post relevant advertisements to provide a better experience for the users. Hence, this type
of interest-based advertising will deﬁnitely be helpful to improve the business for the ones who post the
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Fig. 1: Sample Log Format
advertisements in the social media websites. In the existing social media applications such as FaceBook[2],
LinkedIn and Twitter user proﬁles are analyzed to post the advertisements. Still we believe that a detailed
analysis of the user behavior will help the social media applications to avoid posting the advertisements[5]
which may not be interesting to the users. In this paper, we have assumed that a log is maintained in the
social media websites which records all of the activities done by the users (process and activities people en-
gage in when searching for, selecting, purchasing, using, evaluating and disposing of products and services
) whenever they visit the website. Next, this log is analyzed to develop the consumer behavior model[6]
which will be useful in ﬁnding out the interests of the individual users. Then based on the interests of the
users relevant advertisements are posted. We have developed an eﬃcient and scalable system-based on this
consumer behavior model using Hadoop Framework which proves to be scalable and eﬃcient. This paper
is divided into ﬁve Sections. In the next Section, we discuss the proposed advertisement posting based on
Consumer Behavior (APBCB) architecture in detail. In Section 3, we demonstrate the system developed
at our Cloud and Big Data research laboratory of the College. Section 4 covers the conclusion and future
works.
2. Architecture of the proposed APBCB system
The interests of each individual are unique when compared to others. For example some of the users
(In this paper, we have used users and consumers interchangeably) may be interested in watching com-
edy movies, horror movies, watching comedy shows, watching highlights of cricket matches, information
regarding birthdays’ of celebrities, getting information regarding new mobiles in the market, new technolo-
gies and their applications, launching of missiles and satellites, online shopping for clothing and jewellery,
etc.
In this paper, we propose to record user actions and interests in a log. Fig 1 shows the sample log
format in which userid, gender, day, login time, logout time, page details (pages visited during a session
by the user), time spent on page and other details are recorded. Note that, the log is stored in the Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS). These log details are collected by the following tracking programs which
are executing in the social media website [3] at the background. These programs will capture the behavior
of the users and then record the same in the log. Fig 2 shows various tracking programs running at the
background to collect the details. One of the tracking program is Clicking Advertisements Program. All
the user clicks on advertisements in the web site are traced and stored in HDFS by this module. Similarly
other modules like tracking likes, tracking dislikes, tracking shared details, etc. can track the user actions
and record the same in the log. Then we group the users based on their common interests, purchasing or
selling patterns, behavior and accordingly delivering relevant advertisements to the target users. We believe
this type of advertisement will enhance the business of the organization which posts advertisements in these
web sites.
Fig 3 shows the overall architecture of the proposed Advertisement Posting Based Consumer Behavior
System (APBCB). Various Map Reduce programs are speciﬁed in the architecture for analyzing the be-
haviour pattern of the users from the details available in the log. Programs like Shares analysis, Likes and
dislikes analysis, Proﬁle analysis, Hobbies analysis, Games analysis, Posted Advertisements analysis and
other activity analysis are executed on the log data in a parallel and distributed manner and the results of the
analysis which forms the consumer behavior pattern is stored back into HDFS. Note that, the advertisements
to be posted in the web site are also stored in the HDFS.
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Fig. 2: Tracking Programs
Advertisement posting manager is an important module of the architecture which displays the advertise-
ments in the web site based on the consumer behavior pattern. For example, if the consumer has given more
likes for books of a particular category then the advertisements belonging to that category will be displayed
in the web site. If the consumer is not clicking the advertisement within some interval, then some other
relevant advertisements are posted.
The advertisement posting manager consists of Advertisement Filters, Advertisement Posting Analysis
and Advertisement Feedback. All the advertisements are stored in the HDFS and based on the consumer
pattern, advertisements are posted to the consumers[4]. Feedback on Advertisements is also obtained from
the users by considering clicks on speciﬁc advertisements. If the user clicks a particular advertisement
within some interval then the system posts that advertisement again. If the user does not click on the
particular advertisement during his login session, then it is not posted again on the user page. Overall, we
have proposed a dynamic and scalable architecture for modeling consumer behavior for showing relevant
advertisements in the web site.
3. Discussion on Prototype System
We have developed a prototype system based on the APBCB model. We have developed the system
using HDFS and Map Reduce. This prototype system considers many parameters such as by Clicks on
Advertisements, Tracking the ”likes” options given by the users, Tracking the ”shared” option given by the
users, Tracking proﬁles of the consumers ,Tracking interests of individual consumers,tracking Astrology
of the users, Tracking other interests of the users such as liked Games, proﬁle status and user posts. The
following tracking programs are used in the web site for collecting the user behaviour details.
3.1. Clicking Advertisements
If the consumer clicks on a particular Advertisement (PA) for many times during the current session
or he had clicked on PA during his pervious sessions, then we can assume that that particular consumer is
interested in this type of PA. All the user clicks are traced and stored as data in the HDFS.
3.2. Tracking The Likes
When ever, the consumer clicks on the ”LIKE” button for various images ,videos ,updates on games
and sports ,updates on releasing of latest ﬁlms, comedy shows,Detective Shows, News, Updates about new
models in automobiles, etc. these details are collected and stored in the log.
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Fig. 3: Overall Architecture of APBCB
3.3. Tracking The Shared Details
In general, the users will share links, pictures ,images ,videos and etc with other users. All such details
shared by the consumers are collected by this module.
3.4. Tracking The Proﬁles of Consumers
Many millions of people are connected through the social media web site. Tracking the information
regarding all the proﬁles of consumers include Person gender, Birthdays,Location,Education, Employment,
Favorite color, Favorite books and Dislikes will help us to model the consumer behavior eﬀectively. All
such details are collected by this module.
3.5. Tracking the Interests of individuals
By tracking the other interests such as hobbies of a particular person, interests of diﬀerent food items
,interests in news updates ,interests in reading diﬀerent books like comedy or detective and other interests it
is possible to know the behaviour of each individual. This module is used to collect all such details.
3.6. Tracking other interests such as Games, status and posts
Each and every individual will have some sort of interests on playing Games in social networking sites.
So, by tracking the information regarding diﬀerent online games which the consumer plays, tracing the
status of the particular person and tracing the diﬀerent posts written by the individuals will help us to ﬁne
tune the consumer model. This module is used to collect all such details.
Note that, the details collected by the tracking programs are recorded in the log.
Map Reduce Program 1: The mapper task of the program reads the user details such as ”likes of the
users” from the HDFS and analyzes the same. The results of the mapper task consists of various categories
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Fig. 4: Output of User behaviour Analysis
Fig. 5: Sample Output based on consumer likes
for ”likes of the users” which are read by the reducer task. The reducer task combines all the categories of
the ”user likes” and ﬁnally generates a top ﬁve list of category of users and stores this result in HDFS.
Map Reduce Program 2: The mapper task of the program reads the user details such as ”posts of the
users” from the HDFS and analyzes the same. The results of the mapper task consists of various categories
for ”shares of the users” which are read by the reducer task. The reducer task combines all the categories
of the ”user Shares” and ﬁnally generates a top ﬁve list of category of users with reference to ”user Shares”
and stores this result in HDFS.
Map Reduce Program 3:The mapper task of the program reads the user proﬁle details from the HDFS
and analyzes the same. The results of the mapper task consists of list of similar proﬁles and advertisement
pattern of the user which are read by the reducer task. The reducer task combines all the patterns of the
users and ﬁnally generates a new pattern for the users and stores this result in HDFS.
Similarly Map Reduce4, Map Reducer 5, Map Reducer 6, Map Reducer 7 and Map Reducer 8 a analyse
all consumer details and generate patterns for the individual customers and ﬁnally the Map Reduce 9 reads
all of these patterns generated by all of these Map Reduce Programs and generates a ﬁnal pattern of the
users with respect to the category and sub categories of the user.
Advertisement posting manager program reads the categories and sub categories of the users and dis-
plays relevant advertisements whenever the user visits the web site.
Our prototype system is developed and tested in a Hadoop Cluster where one name node and 10 data
nodes are present. The HDFS is distributed over the data nodes present in the cluster and the name node
stores the meta data of the ﬁle system. The HDFS is the famous open source distributed ﬁle system and also
it is fault tolerant ﬁle system which provides scalable storage. Hence, HDFS is the proper choice for storing
the consumer related data. We have stored the log details in the HDFS.
We have used Map Reduce framework for developing our system. Note that, Map Reduce Framework
supports distributed and parallel programming in a HDFS environment. Hence the prototype system is
capable of processing in a distributed and parallel manner so that advertisements can be quickly uploaded
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in the web site. The following are the Map Reduce programs developed by us for modeling the consumer
behavior and for displaying relevant advertisements to the consumers.
Fig. 4 shows the items liked by the users which is obtained by analyzing user behaviour. The user has
expressed his likings for the category ”food” and hence the system will post food related advertisements in
the web site which is shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. If the user is not clicking on the advertisement displayed
in the web site within some time interval, then the system shows some other advertisements based on the
user behaviour pattern. Thus the system posts advertisements in the web site in a dynamic manner.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a consumer behavior model using which relevant advertisements can be
posted to the consumers whenever they visit the web site. This model analyzes the process and activities
people engage in when searching for, selecting, purchasing, using, evaluating and disposing of products and
services so as to satisfy their needs and desires. We have developed a scalable prototype system based on
this consumer behavior model using Hadoop Framework. We have also shown that this prototype system
selects and displays relevant advertisements in the web site to the satisfaction of the consumers.
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